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Abstract 

LaBelle Winery in Amherst, New Hampshire hopes to introduce a craft spirits line to 

their product list in the near future. Our team collaborated with the winery’s owners and then 

communicated their wants and needs to a variety of distillation unit vendors in order to form 

recommendations on what company and unit would best suit LaBelle Winery’s facility and 

vision. 
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Executive Summary 

The objective of this project was to provide a viable distillation unit option to LaBelle 

Winery in New Hampshire. In order to accomplish this, we determined the owners’ ideal 

outcome along with the resources and budget available. After speaking with the owners, we 

found they desired a design that would produce vodka, whiskey and brandy, fit their flexible 

budget of $100,000, and include distillation equipment that would be a centerpiece for the 

winery.  

To build background knowledge, we researched and learned the local, state, and federal 

laws that would impact this project. We also learned more about the different types of spirits 

LaBelle Winery desired to produce and how batch distilleries operate through research and visits 

to other distilleries in New England. After compiling all of the information necessary to consult 

the owners of LaBelle Winery in their endeavor to purchase distillation equipment to expand 

their product line, we began reaching out to vendors that manufacture distillation equipment. 

 We contacted The Vintner’s Vault, Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc., Kothe 

Distilling Technologies Inc., and Daeyoo Tech with our project specifications and budget, 

inquiring what products they had that would match our expectations. After compiling the options 

each vendor provided, we created a vendor matrix to compare each design to LaBelle Winery’s 

ideal outcome. By weighing factors such as price, level of automation, and batch size, we 

decided Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc.’s 600 L Twin Column Vodka Still was the ideal 

equipment for LaBelle Winery’s new craft spirit product line.  We recommended this vendor and 

product to the owners of LaBelle Winery for expanding their business. We also provided the 

owners with two alternative options from Vendome Copper and Brass Inc. and The Vintner’s 

Vault that met most of their expectations. 
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 To support LaBelle Winery’s commitment to creating a comprehensive experience at 

their venue, we designed an informative poster explaining the distillation process to educate their 

employees and customers.  
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Introduction 

Craft distillation of spirits has rapidly increased over the previous few years all across the 

country. Less than a decade ago there were about 70 distilleries in the United States. Then in 

2013, over 600 distilleries were reported, and it is predicted that in a few years the market will be 

able to support over 1,000 independent distilleries (Distilled Spirits Council). The alcoholic 

beverage industry is a major contributor to the United States’ economy. Distilled spirits 

accounted for over $120 billion in total economic activity in 2010 (Food and Beverage). With the 

increase of demand and economic opportunity, many business owners are looking to join the 

craft distillation movement. 

        Those already involved in the alcoholic beverage industry are much more inclined to add 

craft spirits to their product lists. These establishments have the opportunity to expand their 

current client base. Locally owned wineries see the potential in creating their own personal craft 

spirits and opening up a new source of revenue. However, there are many factors and obstacles 

that must be considered and overcome before a business can begin producing and selling spirits. 

        For a winery looking to enter the craft spirits industry, there is a gap between conceiving 

the idea and the actual production. Business owners must make several decisions before the 

process can begin. The type of spirits desired, the unit required to make those spirits, the 

materials that will be used, and the laws and regulations surrounding those spirits all must be 

weighed in consideration. There are companies devoted to designing and installing these 

distillation units. The services provided by these vendors range from selecting a standard 

distillation unit to developing a custom unit. Therefore, collaboration between the owner and 

vendor is extremely important. 
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        The goal of this project was to provide a viable distillation unit option to LaBelle Winery 

in New Hampshire.  In order to accomplish this, we learned the local, state, and federal laws that 

would impact this project. We also researched the standards for making spirits and the 

regulations that must be implemented. We discussed the owners’ vision for the new products as 

well as the material they hoped to use and the capital they were prepared to invest.  We contacted 

distillation unit vendors and conveyed to them the owners’ unique needs. Finally, we discerned 

which distillation units would meet the requirements of the owners in both functionality and 

aesthetic. Based on our findings, we developed a set of possible distillation set ups for the 

owners of LaBelle Winery to consider as well as an informational poster to educate the winery 

staff and customers on the basics of distillation and the production of spirits.   
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Background 

 This section provides relevant information about the context of our project. It begins by 

discussing the basics of distillation and a process overview. It then moves on to explore the 

different types of alcohol that LaBelle Winery is interested in producing. Next, the regulations 

and laws associated with spirit production are explained. The section concludes with information 

about our sponsor, LaBelle Winery, and their vision for their future. 

Distillation 

 Distillation is a process of separating the components of a liquid mixture by their relative 

volatilities through heating.  Distillation has been utilized and studied for over two thousand 

years.  Initially, distillation was used to experiment with concentrating the alcohol in wine as 

well as making perfumes and herbal mixtures.  Today distillation is one of the most common 

separation methods used in the refining, chemical, pharmaceutical, and distilled spirits (alcohol) 

industries (Montgomery). 

Process Overview 

Distillation operates on the fundamental principle of differences in boiling points of the 

components in a liquid mixture.   The mixture is heated in the distillation unit to the point where 

the components begin to reach their boiling points.  The components with lower boiling points 

will begin to vaporize first and rise through the distillation unit.  The vapors that form are taken 

off the top of the unit while the liquid is collected in the bottom.  The final vapor product will 

have a higher concentration of the lower boiling components, while the liquid product will have 

a higher concentration of the higher boiling components. 
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The types of distillation units can be broken down into two main categories, continuous 

and batch.  For the purposes of small scale spirits production, batch distillation is much more 

commonly used (Diwekar).  An example batch distillation column with a pot reboiler is shown in 

Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: Batch Distillation Column with a Pot Reboiler 

 As the name suggests, in a batch distillation column, the feed is put into the column in 

batches.  These batches are pumped into the pot shown in Figure 1 above.  The pot in the batch 

column also doubles as the reboiler which heats the feed to the point of vaporization, creating the 

separation.  The reboiler is the largest energy sink in the distillation process.  Commonly, 

reboilers are steam heated as shown in Figure 1; however there are other heating options 

including electric and propane reboilers.  As vapors form in the reboiler, they begin to rise 

through the column.  The column internals are composed of either a set of trays spaced apart 

throughout the height of the column, or in some cases a packing material fills the column.  For 
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the distillation of alcohol, trays are more commonly utilized as shown in Figure 1.  The rising 

vapors pass through the porous trays as they rise through the column.  On each tray or stage of 

the column, vapors are condensing and falling back down through the column while other liquids 

are vaporizing from the heat rising up through the column.  At each subsequent tray from the 

bottom of the column, the concentration of the lower boiling point components in the mixture is 

increasing (Tham). 

 As the process heats up further, vapors begin to exit through the top, also called the 

overhead, of the column.  The overhead vapor stream then passes through a condenser which 

condenses the majority of the vapor into the liquid phase.  Overhead condensers typically use a 

cooling water utility and act as total condensers where little to no vapor is entrained in the liquid 

stream.  Following the condenser, the overhead liquid enters a reflux drum which helps to ensure 

that there are no entrained vapors in the stream.  Finally, the overhead liquid is split into two 

streams.  The first stream is recycled back into the top stage of the column as the reflux.  The 

second stream is taken off as the distillate product (Tham). 

 There are many factors that contribute to the cost and composition of the distillate 

product, but arguably the most important parameters in distillation column design are the number 

of stages and the ratio of the reflux flow rate to the distillate product flow rate.  Increasing the 

number of stages will increase the distillate composition of the more volatile component; 

however, more trays will lead to a larger column which will require a larger capital investment.  

Increasing the reflux ratio will also increase the distillate composition of the more volatile 

component, but condensing a larger vapor overhead stream will increase utility costs.  Together 

these factors along with column diameter, reboiler heat duty, tray spacing and type, and other 
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internal configuration are used to design the optimal distillation column for the project budget 

and specified products (Tham). 

Alcohol Types 

In this section we explore the various types of alcohol that can be produced from the 

distillation process. Different types of alcohol each require a specific set of raw materials and a 

specific production process.  These different types of alcohols include vodka, whiskey, brandy, 

rum, gin, and countless others.  Some of these alcohols, such as rum and whiskey, must undergo 

a post-production aging process that can last several years before they are finally bottled and sold 

on the market.  Others, such as vodka and brandy, can be bottled and sold immediately following 

the production process.  The spirits that LaBelle Winery is interested in producing include vodka, 

whiskey, brandy, and fortified wine.     

Vodka 

One of the more commonly produced and recognized spirits on the market is vodka.  

Vodka is an unaged pure spirit that can be distilled from various materials and is normally 

filtered using different types of charcoal.  The types of raw materials used in the distillation 

process of vodka include grain, potatoes, beets, and molasses.  The material used for the process 

can have a slight impact on the final flavor of the vodka, but the majority of the flavoring is done 

after the ethanol has been collected.  Flavoring is added in the final stages because the vodka 

itself must be distilled to a purity of 95% ethanol, 190 proof, in order to be called vodka.  This 

high purity would result in a loss of any flavors that were added to the fermentation process.  

Following the distillation process, the vodka is diluted by blending the ethanol product with pure 

demineralized water.  The dilution generally brings the vodka down to about 40% alcohol by 

volume.  The diluted product can then be fed through an activated charcoal filtering process 
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which is intended to remove any unpleasant flavors that may interfere with the desired taste of 

the product.  One last important note about vodka is it does not require an aging process.  Vodka 

can be produced, bottled, and sold in a relatively short amount of time compared to other 

alcohols that require years of aging such as whiskeys and rums (How…Vodka).         

Whiskies 

Whiskies are produced by the same general process as other spirits, but require different 

starting materials and also require an aging process that takes place in wooden casks.  The major 

ingredients used for the production of whiskies are corn, rye, barley, and wheat.  In the United 

States, corn is the most used ingredient in the production of all whiskies.  The whisky aging 

process can take several years as the longer the whisky matures in the barrel, the more valuable it 

is when removed.  The maturation process results in the development of mellow or mature 

characteristics that come from the wood and also results in the loss of harsh and unpleasant 

flavors from the new distillate.  Aging is typically done with a whisky that is between 50% and 

75% alcohol by volume, but the whisky is generally bottled at between 40% and 45% alcohol by 

volume (How…Whiskey).   

 

Figure 2: Whiskey Aging in an Oak Barrel (McGinnis) 
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Brandy 

Brandy is obtained from wine spirits and generally results in a finished product that 

should not exceed 50% alcohol by volume.  Brandy is also another spirit that should be aged for 

at least 6 months to one year in oak containers.  The production of brandy can be used as a way 

of salvaging defective wines or for utilizing excess wine products.  Brandy can also be combined 

with regular wine products to create fortified wine.  Fortified wine can also be produced by 

distilling wine to a higher purity that may not necessarily be classified as brandy, and then 

combining the higher alcohol content wine with the lower content wine.  This type of product 

could be the easiest to begin producing at a facility that is already producing significant volumes 

of wine (How…Brandy).    

Regulations 

The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau is the federal regulating entity of 

distilled spirits.  The Public Laws and Regulations of distilled spirits enforced by this agency can 

be found in Title 27 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Federal regulations require the 

completion, submission and approval of an application in order to initiate operations in the 

distilled spirits industry. The first step in this process involves determining the type of distilled 

spirits operation desired. These operations include Distilled Spirits Plant – Beverage, Distilled 

Spirits Plant – Industrial, Distilled Spirits Plant – Industrial/Beverage, or Experimental Distilled 

Spirits Plant. The permit required of the liquor industry applies under the “Distilled Spirits Plant 

- Beverage” title, which covers any business producing, bottling, or selling distilled beverages.  

The following step towards obtaining approval involves completing the application process for 

the desired distilled spirits operation. The forms necessary to complete the qualification process 

can be found and submitted through the TTB’s automated Permits Online System. After 
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completing the application process, TTB will arrange the screening process in which the regional 

director will confirm legal eligibility and qualification for the distilled spirits operation. 

Following this step, the business will be authorized to proceed with their operations and liquor 

production. A full explanation of all federal regulations and laws pertaining to the distilled spirits 

industry may be found online in the Electronic Code of Federal Regulations under Title 27 (TTB 

Regulations).  

The state of New Hampshire also regulates the production and sale of liquor within the 

state. According to New Hampshire Statutes, a liquor manufacturer license is required to 

ferment, distill, blend, age, and bottle liquor other than wine in New Hampshire. Liquor and wine 

vendor licenses may be issued only to a manufacturer of liquor, or to the person designated by 

the manufacturer as the sole supplier of its products for the state of New Hampshire. Each liquor 

manufacturer distilling less than 5,000 cases of liquor per year has the right to sell at retail at its 

facility for off-premises consumption of any of its liquor. Each retail sale is limited to one 9-liter 

case or less per sale. No liquor manufacturer can sell more than 12 9-liter cases of liquor to any 

one customer in any calendar year.  A fee of $.30 for each gallon of beverage sold or transferred 

for retail sale or to the public shall be required for licenses issued to wholesale distributors, 

beverage manufacturers, and brew pubs. A liquor manufacturer may provide visitors at its 

facility with samples of liquor for tasting. These samples cannot exceed 1/2 ounce, and will not 

be provided to any persons under 21 years of age. Each liquor manufacturer must maintain 

records and prepare reports for the commission which indicate the sales made and must pay to 

the commission a monthly fee equal to 8 percent of such sales on or before the tenth day of the 

month following the sale. A full explanation of all state regulations and laws regarding the 
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manufacture and sale of liquor can be found in Title XIII Chapter 178 of the New Hampshire 

Statutes (New Hampshire Statutes). 

LaBelle Winery 

LaBelle Winery is located in Amherst, New Hampshire and is owned and operated by 

Amy LaBelle and her husband Cesar Arboleda.  Amy started her first winery in 2005 in Walpole, 

New Hampshire, and doubled production each year before eventually constructing a barn behind 

her home in Amherst to house the growing business.  In the fall of 2011, construction of a new 

facility in Amherst got underway and was completed in late September of 2012.  The new 

facility opened on October 3, 2012, tripling production while also adding an Event Center, Retail 

Shop, and Café (LaBelle).  

 

Figure 3: LaBelle Winery in Amherst, New Hampshire (LaBelle) 

The current facility is a 20,000 square-foot building located on 11 acres of land which 

includes 2 acres of vineyard. The main building houses the production area, bottling line, tasting 
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room, bistro, and a 4,500 square foot event room.  Five 23 foot-tall, stainless steel fermentation 

tanks rise up from the cellar to the main floor where they can be accessed by catwalk.  These 

tanks are visible from the gallery as well as the dining area.  The bottling line is located in the 

cellar as part of the 9,900 square-foot production/manufacturing facility.  The line is capable of 

bottling 1,500 bottles per hour while the facility itself is capable of producing about 30,000 

gallons of wine per year (LaBelle).  There is a possibility of constructing another facility on the 

same site in the near future to account for increased production of current products as well as 

expansion to new product lines.   

 

Figure 4: Five Stainless Steel Fermentation Tanks at LaBelle Winery (LaBelle) 

Amy and Cesar would like expand their business to enter more markets and reach more 

customers around the world.  One way they would like to achieve this is by producing spirits 

such as vodka, rum, brandy, and fortified wine.  Amy would like to first sell the spirits at their 

current facility before eventually moving into other markets.  They believe the addition of these 
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new products could assist with their goal of becoming a recognized brand around the world for 

both wine and spirits.  Our goal was to help their expansion into the spirits industry by providing 

several options for a new batch distillation column to be installed at their current facility. 
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Methodology 

LaBelle Winery in New Hampshire is interested in expanding its business to include not 

only wine but also the production of craft spirits. The goal of this project was to provide the 

sponsor with a variety of distillation unit options along with suggestions and recommendations 

on use and operation. To accomplish this goal, there were four main objectives to complete – 

gain background information and knowledge, understand the sponsor’s wants and needs, 

evaluate a variety of distillation unit options, and educate the sponsor and winery staff about the 

distillation process. 

        The project began with forming a foundation of knowledge to build upon. We 

investigated local, state, and federal laws that would impact LaBelle Winery’s installation of a 

distillation unit and its production and sale of spirits. This was done through internet searches 

through credible websites. Beyond the laws and regulations, we learned more about the craft 

distillation process and business. The team visited two local distilleries in New Hampshire. Sea 

Hagg Distillery in North Hampton, New Hampshire is a new business based on small batches of 

artisan spirits in a copper pot still. Visiting this business allowed us to see and learn about a 

smaller scale distillation unit and production process as well as understand some challenges 

incurred during the first years of producing spirits. We also toured Flag Hill Winery in Lee, New 

Hampshire. Flag Hill Winery is the largest vineyard in New Hampshire and has incorporated 

high quality distilled spirits into its product line. The tour allowed us to see how a winery can 

branch out into spirit production and be successful. We also learned about the operation of the 

still and the craft distillation process. Through research and tours we were able to develop a 

better understanding and working knowledge of the craft distillation process and business. 
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Figure 5: Our Team at Flag Hill Winery and Distillery in Lee, New Hampshire 

 

Figure 6: Sea Hagg Distillery in North Hampton, New Hampshire 

        The next step was meeting with our sponsors, Amy LaBelle and Cesar Arboleda from 

LaBelle Winery. Our meeting began with a tour of the site, including the sales area, the 

production area, and the vineyard. This gave our team a comprehensive feel of the location and 
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atmosphere. The wants and needs of the sponsors were discussed as a team. This discussion 

covered future plans, budget, vendor preferences, and distillation unit requirements such as 

appearance, capacity, and spirit capabilities. This meeting provided our team with a list of 

requirements to inquire about when contacting vendors. The specifics of this meeting are 

discussed in detail in the Results & Discussion chapter.  

 

Figure 7: Our Team after our First Meeting with LaBelle Winery 

        Amy and Cesar’s desires were then communicated to a variety of distillation unit 

vendors. Six vendors were contacted, three foreign companies and three American companies. 

Our team inquired what each vendor had available within LaBelle Winery’s budget that also met 

their specific needs. The options provided by each vendor were then compiled into a matrix to 

compare and evaluate each bid. The main characteristics that were compared were base cost, 

batch size, materials of construction, and the equipment included in the package. 
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        After assessing the distillation unit options along with the needs of the sponsor, we 

presented the unit options to LaBelle Winery with suggestions and recommendations. Our team 

provided benefits and limitations of different units and considerations for future installation. In 

addition to these recommendations, we created an informational poster about the distillation 

process to be used to educate the winery’s staff so that they may be knowledgeable and provide a 

superior customer experience. 
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Results and Analysis 

 This section first details the results and takeaways from our initial contact with LaBelle 

Winery.  Next, this section covers the details of the Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc. still and 

the reasons for our selecting this still as the primary recommendation for LaBelle Winery.  

Finally, this section includes the details of two additional recommendations for stills provided by 

Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc. and the Vintner’s Vault. 

LaBelle Winery Requirements 

Our team’s initial meeting with LaBelle Winery exposed us to their culture and future 

plans and yielded several specific requirements for their ideal distillation unit.  First, Amy and 

Cesar made clear their intentions to expand their current winery business into new ventures such 

as distilling craft spirits; however, they have several possible directions that they are considering 

pursuing in the future and they are not yet ready to commit to craft distillation as their immediate 

next step.  This was an important message for our team because it meant that our still 

recommendation must assure them that craft distillation will be a worthwhile venture.  During 

our discussion about LaBelle Winery’s future direction, the possibility of buying an American 

made still was mentioned as a desirable option, but this was not made a formal requirement.  

Next, we discussed the role of the distillation unit in their current Amherst, New Hampshire 

facility.  Amy and Cesar have made their winemaking facility a beautiful destination to host 

customers and wine enthusiasts as well as large events such as weddings and corporate retreats.  

Therefore, if they are to invest in a distillation unit, Amy and Cesar want it to be a centerpiece 

that will fit in with the overall aesthetic of the winery.  In regards to the size limitations of the 

unit, they informed us that this should not be a major constraint as they are already planning 

future expansions, which may include a new building for the distillery.  We also discussed 
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potential products that Amy and Cesar would want to produce with their distillation unit.  They 

are very interested in whiskeys and aged spirits as well as vodka, brandy, and fortified wine 

product.  Lastly, our conversation was brought to the project budget.  Amy and Cesar were not 

specific about any budget requirements due to their inexperience in the spirits industry, so based 

on our team’s suggestion, a $60,000 to $100,000 range was agreed upon as a reasonable target. 

Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc.  

 

        Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc. is a German distillation equipment manufacturer with 

their United States branch based in Chicago, Illinois.  After working with LaBelle Winery to 

determine their requirements, Kothe was contacted and given these requirements.  Based on this 

information, and some additional information provided by our team, Kothe was able to 

recommend a specific distillation unit model.  After receiving distillation unit quotes from 

multiple vendors, the Kothe model was selected as the primary recommendation for LaBelle 

Winery’s distillation needs. 

        The Kothe model that fit the requirements of LaBelle Winery was the 600 L Twin 

Column Vodka Still.  This model is constructed of stainless steel and copper and has a maximum 

batch capacity of 600 liters (158.5 gallons).  This system may be powered by either steam or 

electricity.  The base cost of the entire unit including the twin columns is €98,000 ($112,000 – 

2/5/15).  The distillation unit price includes 16 bubblecap trays, a stainless steel agitator, a full 

clean-in-place (CIP) system, top fill opening inspection glasses on the pot and between each 

bubblecap tray, an appropriate power supply for electric power or float traps for a steam setup, 

and analog thermometers.  A variety of additional features may be provided including a 3 

chamber alcohol collector (€2,000), pot and column lighting (€3,500), full electric wiring for 
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agitator, lights, and CIP system (€4,000), digital steam control (€2,500), botanical basket 

(€2,500), and additional plates (€2,000 each).  Kothe also offers additional tanks, pumps, 

filtration sheets, and fruit processing equipment separate from the distillation unit. 

 

Figure 8: Kothe 600 L Twin Column Vodka Still 

 There are many reasons for why this Kothe unit was selected as the primary 

recommendation for LaBelle Winery’s distillation needs.  First, all of the Kothe units offer full 

automation for an additional cost of €19,500.  Although LaBelle Winery did not state full 

automation as a requirement for their distillation unit, automation may be very important when 

considering the small staff size and the additional work that the distillation business will bring to 

the winery.  With the system fully automated, Amy and Cesar would not be burdened with 

constantly attending to the column to ensure a quality product.  In addition to automation, this 
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still was desirable because the twin column system was included as a standard option.  The 

columns are not a necessity; however, if vodka is a desired product, the columns allow for this 

level of separation to be achieved in a single distillation run.  Without the large vodka columns, 

multiple distillation runs would be necessary to achieve the high alcohol concentration of a 

vodka product.  This would create additional work for LaBelle Winery, which again could be a 

burden for the small staff and an inefficient use of time.  Another large factor that contributed to 

selecting Kothe as the primary vendor was their expertise in distillation and the straight forward 

nature of their services and the information they provided.  Based on their website and 

distillation unit quotes as well as our communications with Kothe before receiving their 

recommendation, it was clear that Kothe is a distillation expert.  They specialize in distillation 

and offer specialized full automation services to obtain the desired products.  Additionally, they 

offer classes and personalized workshops to learn about distillation using Kothe equipment and 

the craft spirit industry.  The information they provided was clear and concise and left few 

questions as to what you were receiving with their package.  These factors are all very important 

when LaBelle Winery is considering buying their first distillation column.  They are new to the 

business of distillation, so working with a group of experts who offer training and are able to 

clearly present their information in a form that anyone could understand may make the transition 

into the business as seamless as possible.  The only significant drawback to the Kothe distillation 

unit was its greater cost compared to the Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc. and Vintner’s 

Vault models discussed in the following sections. The packet provided by Kothe can be seen in 

Appendix A.  
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Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc. 

Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc. is a Kentucky, USA based custom metal 

fabricator for industrial and commercial processing equipment. After being provided a list of 

LaBelle Winery’s requests, Vendome suggested a distillation unit option that had both 

advantages as well as disadvantages.  

The Vendome distillation unit model with the most potential for LaBelle Winery was 

their Economy Batch. This model is constructed of stainless steel and copper and is built for a 

250 gallon batch. It uses a steam energy source and its base cost is $56,120. There are also a 

variety of additional options available through Vendome. A mirror finish may be requested for 

$9,100. Supplementary equipment can be purchased such as an explosion proof agitator 

($6,430), additional trays ($1,380), a receiving tank ($3,060), or a fermentation vessel ($4,140). 

Furthermore, a vodka column can be included in the purchase of Economy Batch model for a 

minimum of $50,380.  
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Figure 9: Vendome 250 Gallon Economy Batch Still 

This company and distillation unit model has both pros and cons. LaBelle Winery was in 

favor of purchasing a unit that was manufactured domestically in order to support its “Made in 

the USA” image; therefore, a Kentucky vendor is appealing. Overall, this option is less 

expensive than other vendors. The batch size and the inclusion of a vodka column were 

considered when coming to the price conclusion. This model has a significantly larger batch size, 

250 gallons, compared to other units. This means that more product could be retrieved in the 

same number of runs. Also, there is the optional addition of a vodka column. This taller column 

makes the distillation process more efficient for producing higher proof alcohol. LaBelle Winery 

was specifically interested in adding vodka to its product line, so optimizing the unit would be a 

significant advantage. However, there were some drawbacks to this Vendome unit. Vendome is a 
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metal fabricator and distilling is neither their expertise nor priority. The company stated that it 

would not be able to add automation to the system. It suggested seeking an outside vendor for 

this job request. LaBelle Winery does not have experience or expertise with distilling spirits or 

operating a distillation unit; therefore, automation may be beneficial and more efficient.  

Moreover, the information provided after the team’s inquiry was extensive and overwhelming. 

The models provided were laid out in fine detail but the packets contained no insight as to what 

the main difference between models was or in what situation a model would be most beneficial. 

The lack of customer centric information would be an issue for LaBelle Winery because they are 

new to the spirits industry and will likely require more explanation rather than a list of 

specifications. Overall, Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc.’s Economy Batch model would 

satisfy most of LaBelle Winery’s technical needs, but lacked in new customer support and 

service.  Primary information from Vendome can be viewed in Appendix B and supplementary 

information can be found in Appendix D. 

The Vintner’s Vault 

The Vintner’s Vault is a winery equipment and wine making supply company located in 

Paso Robles, California. Though their main sector is winery equipment, Vintner’s Vault sells 

equipment to produce other alcohols as well, including Commercial Distillation Stills. Vintner’s 

Vault’s Hagyò distillation equipment is known for its efficiency, precision, and quality. The 

patented Hagyò distillation equipment has an innovative design to allow greater purity in each 

run and the systems are produced with high quality parts to ensure excellent reliability. Not only 

is the product high quality and dependable, but The Vintner’s Vault is committed to selling 

quality equipment, providing good service and consulting customers in their endeavors. 
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The Vintner’s Vault’s Hagyò Spirit 300 is a single stage distiller that operates 

periodically, built on the most economical distillation process to produce a high quality final 

product. The Hagyò Spirit 300 is an 80 gallon batch still made of stainless steel and copper that 

can be powered by steam, gas, wood or electricity with a base cost of $67,000. The distillation 

equipment offered in this base price includes a steel and copper kettle with a mash mixer, a 

copper cap that lends a harder reflux, a copper two disc refinery column to better infuse fruit 

aromas, a CIP pump for the washing system, a 150 liter tank for distillate gathering, a 150 liter 

insulated hot water tank for gathering the cooling water, a 1300 millimeter high end-cooler to 

control cooling water, and an epruvetta to measure spirit content. 

 

Figure 10: Vintner’s Vault Hagyò Spirit 300 Still 

Vintner’s Vault offers additional equipment and services with their Hagyò still for a 

supplementary price. One option includes a full automatic control system that automatically 

leads the distillation process on the basis of predefined parameters once the mash tank has been 
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filled. Another additional option offered is the mash mixing automation that enables intense 

mash mixing in the kettle for a more economical and swift process. The Vintner’s Vault also 

offers the SVE (Sampling Valve Equipment) developed to make a more accurate separation of 

the distillate product. The Fusel Oil Filter can also be purchased with the Hagyò Spirit 300 to 

filter out and drain accumulated fuel-oils. Lastly, a mash preheater can be purchased as well to 

save the energy needed to boil mash at the beginning of each run. 

The Vintner’s Vault’s Hagyò Spirit 300 distillation equipment meets some but not all of 

LaBelle Winery’s necessities. The Hagyò Spirit 300 is manufactured in the USA, and therefore a 

good option for those concerned with supporting the domestic economy. Furthermore, of the 

three options we recommend, the Hagyò Spirit 300 is the least expensive. Another benefit to this 

alternative is the full automatic control system that is available for an additional $22,250. 

Purchasing this with the distillation equipment would enable easy operation and limited effort in 

producing high quality spirits. We would recommend full automation if purchasing the still 

offered by Vintner’s Vault to save time for the still operator. Although the Vintner’s Vault’s 

Hagyò Spirit 300 has advantages that make it an alternative option, it is not our first 

recommendation.  The negative aspects of this option include its lack of a distillation column and 

its batch size. Since there is no distillation column offered for this distillation equipment, a high 

number of runs would be needed to distill spirits, especially those of high proof such as vodka. 

Furthermore, the small batch size of only 80 gallons makes this still the smallest option and 

again would require more runs to produce alcohol. The quote and product information from the 

Vintner’s Vault is located in Appendix C, with extra information provided located in Appendix 

E.   
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

The purpose of this project was to provide a viable distillation unit option to LaBelle 

Winery in New Hampshire. A variety of distillation unit vendors were contacted in order to 

create a comprehensive list of options with each vendor meeting certain needs and desires 

expressed by the owners of LaBelle Winery.  

After evaluating each vendor’s bid, the team selected the three most feasible unit options. 

Vendome Copper and Brass Works Inc.’s unit package was manufactured domestically and was 

the less expensive considering it supported the largest batch size and included a vodka column; 

however, there was no option for system automation and the customer service and feedback was 

poorer than other companies which made it difficult to sort and assess information. The 

Vintner’s Vault distillation unit was the least expensive option while being fully automated and 

made in the USA, but it is meant for a very small batch size and has no vodka column option, 

making it less efficient.  Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc. is the top recommendation for 

LaBelle Winery because, despite being a more expensive option, this unit can be fully automated 

and includes a vodka column. Furthermore, Kothe Distilling Technologies Inc. is an expert in 

spirit distillation and offers personal training and relevant workshops.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Quotation from Kothe 
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Appendix B: Quotation from Vendome Copper & Brass Works 
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Appendix C: Quotation from The Vintner’s Vault 
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Appendix D: Additional Quotations from Vendome Brass & Copper Works 

Vendome Small Batch 
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Vendome Batch 
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Appendix E: Additional Vintner’s Vault Quote Information 
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Appendix F: Kothe 600 L Twin Column Vodka Still Pictures 
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Appendix G: Kothe Unit Informational Poster 
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Poster Captions 

Top Left: Mash Tank - An initial mash of yeast, grains, vegetables, and other possible raw 

materials is allowed to pre-ferment in a mash tank.  The mash is then pumped to the pot still to 

begin the distillation process. 

Bottom Left: Pot Still - The mushroom shaped pot still holds a maximum mash volume of 600 

liters.  The mash is boiled in the still for initial low concentration separation of alcohol from the 

mash.  The vapor from the boiling process exits the top of the pot still and proceeds to two eight 

level towers for further purification. 

Bottom Middle: Distillation Towers - Each distillation tower consists of eight individual plates 

that can be adjusted to three different positions to regulate flow depending on the type of alcohol 

being produced.   Vapor passes through the towers and condenses on each individual plate where 

it then boils and evaporates up to the next plate with a slightly higher alcohol content.  The vapor 

that leaves the top plate of the second column proceeds to a condenser located at the end of the 

process. 

Bottom Right: Condenser - The condenser is the final stage of the process.  This piece cools the 

vapor back down below its boiling point causing a return to the liquid phase.  The liquid can 

either be collected at the final alcohol product or can be recycled through the towers depending 

on the type of alcohol being produced. 

Top Right: Final Product - The finished product can then be either diluted or aged before being 

bottled and sold.  Vodka is an example of a product that would be diluted and whisky is an 

example of a product that would be aged in barrels. 


